TWO NOTES ON LYDIAN

(Supplementum Epigraphicum Mediterraneum 38)

Fred C. Woudhuizen

In the relevant textbooks, the Lydian language is considered a separate entity within the Indo-European Anatolian language family. Sometimes affinities with Hittite, at other times relationships with Luwian are proposed, but its independent position within the Indo-European group of languages remains an item of faith. In my opinion, this is due to the fact that three signs of the Lydian alphabet, the Phoenician yod, the Cypro-Minoan ti, and secondary sign no. 24 in form of +, are attributed with a wrong value. As soon as these mistaken values are eliminated and the, as far as the first two examples are concerned, historically most feasible are plugged in, we are confronted with a straightforward Luwian dialect, most closely related to Luwian hieroglyphic and Lycian – and, if colonial offshoots may be included, Etruscan.

1. A LYDIAN DEDICATORY FORMULA

In my earliest contribution to Talanta (Woudhuizen 1982-83, 112-114), I have dedicated an appendix to a Lydian inscription on an only partly preserved terracotta boat from a chamber tomb in the necropolis of Sardis (Littmann 1916, 56-57; Buckler 1924, 52-54; Pl. XII). This inscription, which is catalogued by Roberto Gusmani 1964 as number 30, I have then identified as a maker-formula on the basis of the wrong etymologial connection of the verb fabil with the root of Latin fabrica (< PIE *dʰaḥ-“to make”; note that PIE *[dʰ] > [f] is a typical Italic phonetic development). In fact, however, the correct analysis of the verb is given by Gusmani as a compound of the preverb fa- with the root bi- “to give” (< Luwian piya- of the same meaning) (Gusmani 1964, 262). Accordingly, we are evidently dealing with a dedicatory inscription.

The inscription, which runs in boustrophedon and is assigned to the period of ca. 600-550 BC, reads as follows: Titis-in ḫemī₁ ti-Sardi₁ fabil Atal Kival. In this transcription, the typical Lydian variant of the Phoenician yod, which occurs
alongside the straight iota, is rendered by $i_j$. Moreover, the likewise typical Lydian secondary lambda, which ultimately originates from Cretan Linear ru or lu, is transliterated, in accordance to common practice, as $\lambda$ (Woudhuizen 1984-85, 98). Finally, the secondary epsilon, represented by a sign which originally expressed the value khi (= secondary sign no. 26 of the Greek and Phrygian alphabet), is, in accordance to common practice, again, transcribed as $\hat{\varepsilon}$ (Woudhuizen 1984-85, 101-102). The individual words or combinations are distinguished as such by a word-divider in the form of two dots in columnar arrangement.

As far as the contents are concerned, the first entity is likely to be analyzed as a personal name in the nominative singular communal gender in -s with an enclitic attached to it. This enclitic probably consists of the accusativus singular of the communal gender of the pronoun of the 3rd person (cf. Hittite and Luwian -an) (Meriggi 1980, 317-318, §§ 134-136), used proleptically in anticipation of the object. The overall plausibility of the given analysis is emphasized by the attestation of Titis in Anatolian inscriptions as a female personal name (Zgusta 1964, s.v.). Next, the object is expressed by the accusative of the pronoun of the first person singular, $\hat{\varepsilon}mi$ “me”. The presence of this form of the pronoun assigns our text to the general class of “redende Inschriften”, comparable to Greek ones characterized by the combination $m\, anetheke” (s)he has dedicated me” (Jeffery 1990, 90 [= pl. 7, 1] or similar Etruscan ones which show the expression mini mulu-vanece “(s)he has offered me as a vow” (Rix 1991, Veii 3.11). Accordingly, the expression runs as follows: “Titis has dedicated it, (viz.) me,(...)”.

The third entity is not, as generally assumed, a noun in the accusative singular of the communal gender corresponding with the immediately preceding pronoun – an interpretation based on the mistaken identification of the Lydian variant of the Phoenician yod as a secondary $n$, transcribed by $\nu$ (= Greek $nu$) –, but a combination of the prefix ti- with the locative singular in -di (cf. Luwian hieroglyphic -ti) of the place-name Sar(d)- “Sardis” (Meriggi 1980, 275, § 5). In texts of later date, the place-name in question occurs as Śfar(d)- (Gusmani 1964, s.v.). The prefix ti- in combination with a place-name is strikingly paralleled for the formation ti-Smurna in a cuneiform text from Kültepe-Kanesh (ca. 1910-1780 BC), which bears testimony of the TN Smyrna (Akurgal 1983, 12). From an Indo-European point of view, it may perhaps be suggested that our prefix ti- is related to Dutch t(e)- as in t(e)huis “at home” and thans (< te hants) “directly, now (lit.: at hand)” (de Vries 1992, s.v. thans). At any rate, the translation of ti-Sardi as “in Sardis” seems almost self-evident.

The verb fabil, the root of which we have already discussed above, is characterized by the typical Lydian ending in -l of the 3rd person singular of the past tense. Probably this ending originates from Luwian -ta for the same function on the

---


2 For a similar proleptic use of the A(m/f) sg. -n of the enclitic pronoun of the 3rd person, cf. Etruscan e-n mini pi kapi “do not give (or) take it, (viz.) me, (away)” (Rix 1991, Clusium 2.4).
analogy of the d/l-change frequently attested for other Lydian forms (e.g. the GN Levš < PIE *diyēw- “sky-god”). The two names at the end of our text both show the Lydian dative singular in -(a)l, and therefore evidently denote the beneficiary, indicated by the praenomen Atas and the patronymic Kidvas. In sum, the entire phrase, which runs as follows: “Titis has dedicated it, (viz.) me, in Sardis to Atas, (the son) of Kidys”, is very close to Greek dedicatory inscriptions of the type Mantiklos m’anetheke Vekaboloi or, not conducted in the first person singular, Deini[s] ta’d anetheke khari[n] Velenai Menelavo (Jeffery 1990, 90 [= pl. 7, 1]; Catling/Cavanagh 1976). Note, however, that in the Lydian variant of the dedicatory formula the beneficiary, contrary to the given Greek examples, is not obviously of divine stature 3.

Additional note

The Sardian inscription discussed in the above is not the only instance of the class of “redende Inschriften” attested for the Lydian language. Other examples of this class are provided by Lyd. no. 56: Maneli-m “I (am) of Manes”, Lyd. no. 75: Sivān/m Atelis “I (am) of Sivams, the son of Ates”, and Lyd. no. 104 (2nd half of the 6th century BC): Artymali-m “I (am) of Artymas”. According to Roberto Gusmani (1980), the enclitic element -m in these inscriptions should be taken for a reflex of Proto-Indo-European (= PIE) *esmi “I am”, in which he was no doubt inspired by Greek legends of the type MN in the genitive + eimi. As opposed to this, Heiner Eichner (1981) suggested that the enclitic element -m is rather to be taken for a reflex of the enclitic pronoun of the 1st person singular *-mi, most closely paralleled in Luwian hieroglyphic by the D sg. of this pronoun or its reflexive variant -mi. In his reaction to this suggestion, Gusmani (1983) pointed out that the nominative singular ending -s should be maintained before -m and that the stressed pronoun amu should be expected rather than its enclitic variant -mi. Considering the fact that the first argument also rules out a reflex of asmi and in the light of Etruscan formulaic expressions of the type mi + MN in the genitive, however, I am inclined to side with Eichner and take the enclitic -m for a reflex of the enclitic pronoun of the 1st person singular -mi.

2. LYDIAN & LUWIAN

For the relationship between Lydian and Luwian it is first of all relevant to note that the Bronze Age forerunner of the kingdom of Lydia, that of Arzawa or Mira, is included in the distribution zone of Luwian hieroglyphic inscriptions. The texts involved are not confined to the legends of the famous “Tarkondemos-seal” and

---

1 Note that the same verdict also applies to Etruscan counterparts like mi(ni) Aramθ Ramuθasi Vestericina mulvanice “Arnth has offered me as a vow to Ramtha Vestericinua” (Rix 1991, Caere 2.3) in which particular case, however, the roles are inversed in the sense that the dedictor is male and the recipient female.
the rock-relief at Karabel, both attributable to the late 13th century BC ruler of Mira called Tarku(ntimu)was (Hawkins 1998), but also include seals from earlier periods. Worthy of mention in this connection is Louvre 20.138, which originates from the Middle Bronze Age, when it received its legend on the cylinder side, reading AMU TARKU-KURUNT “I (am) Tarku(ku)runtas”, whereas it was re-used during the 15th century BC, of which fact the sequence ā-su-wi “Assuwiya” on its stamp side bears testimony (the Assuwiyan-league is a short-lived coalition of forces in western Anatolia, headed by the royal house of Arzawa) (Woudhuizen 2006-7). Yet another Luwian hieroglyphic seal attributable to Arzawa or Assuwa has come to light at Thebes in Boiotia (Thebes no. 25). According to its legend it once belonged to the otherwise unattested great kings Tarḫuntamuwas and Tarḫuntawalwas (that Arzawa was ruled by great kings during the 15th and 14th century BC is historically ascertained by the case of Tarḫundaradus in the well-known Amarna-letters) (Woudhuizen 2009, 204-212).

Against this background it comes as a surprise that the Lydian language, as attested for alphabetic inscriptions dating from the 7th to the 4th century BC, is generally considered a separate branch within the Indo-European Anatolian language group, perhaps most closely related to Hittite. This point of view even induced the Dutch Indo-Europeanist Robert S.P. Beekes to the view that the ancestors of the Lydians are colonists from the Hellespontine region, who settled in Lydia in the period of the upheavals of Sea Peoples at the end of the Bronze Age (Beekes 2002). As a matter of fact, however, all this is based on the misreading of three Lydian signs: the Phoenician yod as a secondary n (transcription ν [= Greek nu]) instead of ı, the Cypro-Minoan ti-sign as something in between t and s (transcription c) instead of t, and complementary sign no. 24 as q instead of p.

For our present purposes, especially the proper identification of the yod-sign is of relevance as it features prominently in endings. When transcribed correctly as ı, grammatical difficulties disappear like snow before the sun, and we are confronted with the N-A(n) in -ı, (esi,ai) vánaı “this grave” in Lyd. no. 18, line 1), corresponding to Luwian hieroglyphic -ī for the same function (cf. ī wanā “this stele”, and, for the demonstrative pronoun, āsī- “the aforesaid”), the N(m/f) pl. in -ı, (Artimui “the Artemisses” in Lyd. no. 2, line 10), corresponding to Luwian hieroglyphic and Lycian -i for the same function, the D pl. in -ai, (esi,ai, lapirisai, “to these rulings” in Lyd. no 1, lines 4-5; esı,ai māvendai, “to these thank-
offerings” in Lyd. no. 2, line 5), corresponding to Luwian hieroglyphic -aī for the same function (cf. maluwa- “thank-offering” for the root of the second noun), and the G pl. in -ai (Ibšimi,ai, Kalumi,ai(i)-k “of the Ephesians and Koloans” in Lyd. no. 2, line 10), corresponding to Luwian hieroglyphic -aī and Lycian -āī for the same function.

It might be added in this connection that a variant of the apodosis of the damnation formula in which both the Phoenician yod and the Cypro-Minoan ti-sign are encountered with the new values of the signs in question reads as follows in transcription and translation: fak-ai, viššis niviššt, i1 varbtokid “for these (offences) he will rule the good in hell!” (Lyd. no. 6, lines 5-6). For a proper understanding of this phrase it might be useful to specify that:

(1) the enclitic element -ai 1 attached to the introductory particle fak confronts us with the D pl. of the enclitic pronoun of the 3rd person, corresponding to Etruscan -eti (for the same function (Woudhuizen 2008, 390);

(2) the form viššis shows the A(m/f) pl. in -is, corresponding to Lycian -is for the same function, of the root višš-, originating from Luwian hieroglyphic wasu- “good”;

(3) the form niviššt, i1 shows a lenited variant writing of the Loc. sg. in -di(i), corresponding to Luwian hieroglyphic -ti for the same function, of the stem nivis(s)-, which is composed of the elements ni- “not, un-”, no doubt related to the Luwian hieroglyphic negative adverb na-, and the aforesaid višš- “good”; and

(4) the verbal root varb- is related to Luwian hieroglyphic warpa-, a symbol of royal sovereignty used for the meaning “reign” in Sultanhan § 8 (Woudhuizen 2011, 236).

Although there can be little doubt that Lydian is a Luwian dialect, it must be admitted that the evidence for the loss of the voiced velars (*g, *ğ, *gʷ), which typifies the other Luwian dialects cuneiform Luwian, Luwian hieroglyphic, and Lycian, is contradictory in Lydian, examples of loss like Tiamou (deity’s name) < PIE *dʰegʰom- “earth” and vâmi- “to find” < PIE *gʰem- “to come” occurring alongside examples of preservation like kâna- “woman” < PIE *gʰenâ- and kofu- “water” < PIE *gʰôm. “to drink” (Woudhuizen 2011, 411).

The foregoing results from linguistics are in conformity with the evidence for the cult of Luwian deities in the same set of texts, like the goddess Asii1- “Asia” (Lyd. no. 40, line 1), corresponding to Luwian Aššiya-, and the divine triad Šantaš Kufav-k Marivda-k “Santas and Kupapa and Marutikas” (Lyd. no. 4, lines 3-4), being identical to Luwian Šantaš, Kupapa, and Marutika-. Furthermore, in derivations and onomastics we are confronted with the roots of the divine names Arm(ã)- and Tivda-, recalling the Luwian names of the moon-god, Arma-, and that of the sun-god, Tiwata-. If evidence from Greek sources is allowed, we even come across the name of the Luwian storm-god Tarhunt- in the form of the epiklesis of Zeus, Tarqūños. Notwithstanding so, it should be realized that the cult of Aegean deities like Artimuš “Artemis” and Plđanš “Apollo” played a prominent role in Lydian religion.

To conclude, it deserves our attention that also Lydian royal names like Melēs
(Herodotos, *Histories* I, 84; cf. *Melā*- in Lyd. no. 5, line 3), Kandalēs, and Gygēs are of patent Luwian background, being based on the onomastic element *mala*- (as in the Luwian hieroglyphic personal name *Malazitis*), the titulary expression *ḫantawat*- “king”, and the kinship term *ḫuḫha*- “grandfather” (as, with incidental loss of the initial laryngeal, in the Arzawan royal name *Uḫḫazitis*), respectively (cf. Yakubovich 2010, 94-95).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOUN</th>
<th>sg.</th>
<th>pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N(m/f)</td>
<td>-s, -š</td>
<td>-i₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A(m/f)</td>
<td>-n</td>
<td>-is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-A(n)</td>
<td>-d, -i₁</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>-l, -λ</td>
<td>-ai₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>-l, -li-</td>
<td>-ai₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abl.</td>
<td>-di₁, -d, -λ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc.</td>
<td>-t₂, -di₁</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRONOUN</th>
<th>sg.</th>
<th>pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N(m/f)</td>
<td>-š</td>
<td>ėmis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A(m/f)</td>
<td>-in</td>
<td>ėmi₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-A(n)</td>
<td>-ad</td>
<td>ėmi₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>-λ</td>
<td>ėml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abl.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VERB</th>
<th>present/future</th>
<th>past tense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. 1st person</td>
<td>-vi₁, -v, -u</td>
<td>-l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. 3rd person</td>
<td>-d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>active</td>
<td>middle-passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-nd-</td>
<td>-mi-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. System of (pro)nominal inflection and verbal conjugation.
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